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Message from the CEO
Delivering digitally enabled care and innovation together

ne of the key discussions at the Glenridding 
workshop was how collectively UHUK 
members maximise the value from digital 
innovations and data. 

There was agreement that rising demand and reduced capacity 
and workforce combined with increasing costs has meant that 
we must do things differently and quickly. Going forward, digital 
solutions informing new insights and actions through integrated 
data sets must be a key part of this.

Since the CEO workshop I have met with Tim Davison, Director of 
Operations, Strategy and Transformation, Mastercall and Conan 
O’Neill, Dep CEO LCW to start to scope how UHUK can support 
members to take forward this critical but complex agenda.

We have begun to scope 2 new UHUK special interest groups to 
lead on this agenda – the Digital and Data SIGs.

The Digital SIG purpose would be to drive the technological 
advancement and collective USP of all partners through insight, 
access and enablement.

The key responsibilities of the SIG would be to:

• Review technological advancements in the global and local 
(UK) Healthcare market (both established and emerging) 
bringing viable opportunities for:

 ◦ Collective investment
 ◦  Collective purchasing at macro discount rates for macro 

take-up
 ◦ Exclusivity agreement between technology partners and 

UHUK for mutual benefit
• To consider joint grant funding and delivery opportunities of 

technological innovation pertaining to NHSE/X/D/I, SBRI et al
• To engage collective partner digital expertise to feed into 

the SIG to benchmark and share best Digital Practice and 
adoption rates

• To collectively inform UHUK partners of informative 
technological applications helpful for commonplace risk 
mitigation and delivery improvement.

The Data Informatics SIG purpose would be to drive and advance 
Business Intelligence together as members through generating 
new data insights relating to national operational, performance, 
clinical and quality standards. This could help inform potential 
cost improvements as well as providing validated data to inform 
business cases and to influence commissioning and buying 
decisions.

The key responsibilities of the SIG would be to:

• Review the UHUK partner macro data mart:
 ◦ Collective trends
 ◦ Collective opportunities for national system change (i.e., 

NHS Pathways, OOHs standards, KPIs, SLAs etc).
 ◦ Collective lobbying of NHSE/I with macro intelligence
 ◦ Recommending commissioning opportunities and service 

specifications based on macro data insights.
 ◦ Demonstrating social value impact 

• To consider joint informatics app-based development in the 
remits of:

 ◦ Quality benchmarking
 ◦ Peer review
 ◦ Audit
 ◦ Performance reporting

 
Next steps:

We are at the very beginning of this development but do think 
there are huge opportunities for UHUK members to work 
together and harness our collective capabilities to transform 
the way we innovate and proactively drive tech enabled service 
transformation.

Tim, Conan, and I are continuing to meet to work up some formal 
proposals for consideration and are aiming to establish the new 
special interest groups in early 2022. In the meantime, we would 
really value any feedback and/or suggestions you might have on 
our work to date. We are also very keen to involve others and if 
you would like to get involved, please do contact Tim, Conan or 
myself, it would be great to really get momentum behind this 
exciting initiative.

O
conor.burke6@nhs.net

The Convenzis Patient Flow Conference series has been a 
highly valued platform for NHS Urgent care leaders, to meet 
with peers, share practical insights and listen to live policy 
updates throughout the Covid-19 outbreak. 

Conor will be speaking on: 24/7 Urgent Primary Care – the 
foundation of effective system and patient flow: How a new 
model for 24/7 primary care will be fundamental to delivery 
of better patient flow, outcomes and productivity.

NHS Staff can register for free,  up to 3 places per organisation

mailto:conor.burke6%40nhs.net?subject=
https://www.convenzis.co.uk/events/the-future-of-urgent-care-and-patient-flow-conference/
mailto:info%40convenzis.co.uk?subject=
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his year’s Chief Executives 
workshop in Ullswater was 
different in many ways. On the day, 

sunshine and temperatures over 20°C 
enabled sessions outside. Rain soaked 
the October days either side. However, 
roaring RAF jets, flying repetitive circuits 
over the lake, made a noisy backdrop.

For most delegates this was a return 
trip, but it was good to meet new CEOs 
and particularly to welcome two young 
leaders of the future who made important 
and valuable contributions. With changes 
coming to the NHS, focus was on how 
those changes might affect member 
organisations and how Urgent Health UK 
can contribute to members continuing 
success in providing primary care services.

It started nervously with delegates 
welcoming the opportunity to share 
difficulties and concerns from the past 
two years. No-one can minimise the huge 
challenges everyone has faced. Practical 
as ever, the agenda soon moved onto an 
overview of the ICS landscape, followed 
by group work on the opportunities and 
strengths to build on. Undoubtedly there 
will be problems, so the next discussion 
examined challenges presented by ICS 
and how to address them.

Most delegates value the time away from 
their desks and the chance to share their 
thoughts with like-minded colleagues 
facing similar issues. With the huge fells, 
streaked by clearly visible cascades of 
water from the previous day’s torrential 
rain, the picturesque natural environment 
aroused a sense of camaraderie and safety. 
Conversations were open and honest and 
offered a framework for discussing issues 
that will impact the future.

Amid the debates was a change of 
Urgent Health UK leadership. We said 
our goodbyes to John Horrocks, CEO 
for nearly 13 yrs and welcomed Conor 
Burke. John has been looking forward to 
spending more time exploring his home 
county of Devon and less time dealing 
with NHS re-organisations. Conor, who 
has an outstanding track record in NHS 
leadership, took up the post on 1st 
October with vigour and ambition. He is 
working diligently to develop the vision 
and strategy that will enable Urgent 
Health UK to support its members in the 
best way possible.

Part of that work started in the afternoon 
session that looked at vision and strategy in 

response to the emergence of integrated 
care systems and the changing methods 
of commissioning and procurement. The 
questions were: what does “good” look 
like in Integrated Community Care and 
how to define the key elements of an 
effective, place-based care system, and 
what assistance UHUK can offer members 
in addressing the challenges and seizing 
opportunities.

The workshop traditionally takes up the 
first day; the following morning is devoted 
to an annual business meeting. Part of 
the agenda reflects on the previous day’s 
work. This year there was a critical energy 
in the room for that reflection, as one by 
one every delegate fed back into the plans 
for the coming years. Whether it was the 
roaring jets, the scenic countryside or just 
the determination of the delegates, the 
event seemed a success.

Message from the Chair
Simon looks forward to the vision and strategy of UHUK

simon.abrams@nhs.net

T

For more information on UHUK 
and how we work for our members, 

please look at the website, or 
contact hazel.harrison2@nhs.net.

mailto:simon.abrams%40nhs.net?subject=
http://www.urgenthealthuk.com
mailto:hazel.harrison2%40nhs.net?subject=
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The Adastra Special Interest Group 
arranged by Tonia Culpin UHUK NED, was 
hosted by Advanced at their Birmingham 
Offices on 25th November and was well 
attended by UHUK members’ Technical/
Operational leads, either virtually or in 
person.

Everyone present was welcomed and the 
Advanced team introduced themselves 
and outlined the agenda for the day, 
which was focussed firmly on the UHUK 
SIG survey conducted in Sept. There was 
a good opportunity for networking over 
breaks and lunch.

Ric Thompson introduced Advanced 
Project Evolve; an internal project that 
aims to ‘evolve’ the Adastra system to 
modernise it, and to also develop the 
skillsets within the teams.

Ric also mentioned that he had spoken 
to many customers to seek critical and 
honest feedback over the last year and 
outlined the commitment to their internal 
review and reset. In particular, a review 
into the commercial model in order to 
offer better value to customers.

Debbie Pople-Griffiths gave an overview 
of what Advanced were aiming for as 
part of their internal review; being more 
customer centric, with a commitment to 
meet customer expectations. Part of this 
review was centred around asking some 
key difficult questions and setting the bar: 

• Customers expect a good experience 
• To drive a change in culture we must 

drive a change in habits 
• If Apple responded to their customers 

in the way we respond to our 
customers, would they have been as 
successful?

• Achieve one digital experience 
• Creation of customer community 

forums

Project Management - Calvin Wood, 
Advanced Projects Team, will nominate 
a named lead for each customer project 
for escalation and single point of contact. 
Calvin will ensure provider go-live dates 
are recognised and added to the project 
plan. Advanced Projects team will also 
ensure any PM charges on quotes and 
invoices are made clear.

Licencing - Sean Foster outlined the 
PDL issue and UHUK trial offer on PDLs 
for 2021/22 only (to be kept confidential). 
Ric Thompson made a firm commitment 
to review the licencing charging structure 
which will include review of PDLS and 
will see if they can work some licence 
tolerance into new licence proposals and 
build in upgrades. 

Service Support - Advanced 
acknowledged the poor SIG survey results 
and outlined how they will aim to make 
the required improvements, including 
the new service desk approach. Josh 
Richards is the main contact for this. The 
OOH service desk can only be manned 
by experienced staff, and Advanced have 
experienced staffing issues recently. The 
Portal search function is a useful resource 
for FAQs.

UHUK members welcomed Anthony 
Mitchell’s offer to provider Super User 
training for UHUK.

Based on a comparison between survey 
results in 2019 and 2021, UHUK members 
have seen a reduction in issues when 
upgrading, from 23.1% to 7.1%. The 
adverse impact of these issues has 
reduced from 72.7% to 14%. Advanced 
has made an ongoing commitment 
to continue to improve all SIG score 
feedback. All providers present said that 
the seamless upgrades had improved.

Advanced have implemented various 
improvements including the virtual 
smartcard.

Version 3.38 will consist of:

• The ability to store a booking type 
(InPerson, Telephone, Video) from a GP 
Connect appointment – then evaluate 
on the type for the SMS sent to the 
patient

• Added personnel number into 
Personnel record screen

• Care Connect provider spec changes
• ePharmacy Scotland

The True Value of Clinical Handover - 
Rachel Gornall gave an overview of the 
clinical handover process, looking at 
the DCB0129 & DCB0160 requirements 
relating to clinical safety. There is a 
clinical tab on the portal and Advanced 
encouraged providers to use the portal. 
The DCB19/160 hazard log was also 
highlighted and relies on provider review.

Carlene Nicol gave an outline on 
the process to build the roadmap, 
and discussed the ideas portal and 
encouraged providers to use this. There 
will be a webinar early 2022 to help 
members embed the development cycle 
into member organisations’ annual 
cycle of business and risk management 
processes/business planning.

Roadmap for 2023:

• 999 to send to 111 and validate receipt
• Bookings and referrals out of Adastra 

to ED system 
• Capscan provider changes 
• Case entry redesign
• Forward planning strategy for 

• 365 office disconnect 
• SMS provider platform

• Interoperability
• New integrations team dedicated 

to interoperability
• Looking to make some of their 

back-end API’s web facing

ADASTRA SIG

tonia.culpin@nhs.net

https://customers.oneadvanced.com/s/
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UHUK continued the provision of 
webinars and online training through 
2021, with Knights Absorb the primary 
provider and a successful Comms and 
Social Media webinar from GK Strategy 
in Sept.

The GK Comms training included a 
session on the political landscape by 
Phil Hope, Strategic Adviser and former 
Health Minister. 

Also covered were sessions on Effective 
Communications, Public Affairs and 
Media Relations and Social Media.

Delegates learnt the value of good 
media relations, wider PR, internal 
communications and the use of Social 
Media to deliver messages to target 
audiences. they covered detail around 
the current landscape in the UK and 
what channels work best, and learnt the 
importance of preparing organisations  
for crisis and issues management and 
communication.

2022 - We are looking at continuing the 
provision of webinars into 2022, with a 
focus on providing a package of training 
aimed towards new recruits as well as 
leaders of the future.

In addition to online training, we are 
offering CEOs and higher level board 
members the chance to be trained in 
Media relations. This will be face-2-face 
in Birmingham on the 7th February.

The Media training is provided by 
ABMedia Hub, run by Bharat Patel. Bharat 
started in local radio, moved to BBC Radio 
4 and then switched to television as a 
reporter and producer of documentaries. 
He worked for Central ITV, ITN and the 
BBC, and has won a number of awards, 
including three from the Royal Television 
Society for the Best Documentary and 
international awards in Ohio and New 
York. 

The day prepares the trainee to face any 
media outlet - TV (the most daunting), 
radio and the press. The training will help 
people to understand how the media 
works and why journalists behave as they 
do, how to handle them and why you 
should not fear them. You also learn how 
to use the media to your advantage, as it’s 
a symbiotic relationship. As a bonus the 
course has wider applications - it helps 
trainees become more confident in public 
speaking and at meetings. 

 

There will be a brief session on newspaper 
interviews as they are very different to TV 
and radio, but the day mostly concentrates 
on broadcast interviews. 

Trainees will look at mock-ups of a 
statement being read out: 99 times out of 
100 the trainee makes a mistake in how to 
handle the media in such circumstances 
as they face a barrage of questions which 
could be avoided.

To book, please visit the UHUK 
Website>Events.

Webinars for 2022 (more will be added 
soon):

• Root Cause Analysis
• New Team Leaders
• Appraisal & Supervision
• Conflict Resolution
• Coaching skills
• Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
• Stress Management & Awareness

Aremote workshop - Provider breakout 
sessions revolved around development of 
Aremote– top three requests: 

• Ability to electronically prescribe from 
Aremote

• Ability to view SCR
• Ability to see the cars from ‘base’ on 

a map

In addition, providers generally requested 
better signal coverage and more 
functionality.

One key objective of Advanced project 
Evolve was to ensure that customers got 
VFM by better understanding what the 
product they pay for can do – the current 
functionality being under-utilised by 
some members. 

Upcoming Advanced workshops:

• Odyssey – ED/UTC/WIC - Thoughts and 
feedback on how we can improve this 
solution

• Aremote – Follow on to what has been 
learned at the SIG

• Reporting – how can we improve it?

Sign up to any of these 
by scanning this QR 
Code or clicking this 
link.

General feedback from those who 
attended on the day was really positive 
and all were keen to keep momentum, as 
were the Advanced team.

The slides from the SIG can be accessed 
through the UHUK Website>Members 
Area. You need a login and password for 
access - please contact sarah.fletcher13@
nhs.net if you need one.

Any further queries about the SIG, please 
contact Tonia Culpin UHUK NED, on  
tonia.culpin@nhs.net 

ADASTRA SIG (CONT...)

sarah.fletcher13@nhs.net

WEBINAR AND TRAINING NEWS

https://www.urgenthealthuk.com/event-bookings
https://www.urgenthealthuk.com/event-bookings
http://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=54IaK78B7UKdoWadgu7Beu_KwLom3hRLsZh5xD6ISYFUQIICVjZDSjhYRERaT1FVNk8wVVFJWFBXQi4u
https://www.urgenthealthuk.com/members-area/shared-resources-and-information/events-conferences-workshops/adastra-sig-nov-2021
https://www.urgenthealthuk.com/members-area/shared-resources-and-information/events-conferences-workshops/adastra-sig-nov-2021
mailto:sarah.fletcher13%40nhs.net?subject=
mailto:sarah.fletcher13%40nhs.net?subject=
mailto:tonia.culpin%40nhs.net?subject=
mailto:sarah.fletcher13%40nhs.net?subject=
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The Insurance Market 
Current Trend

The insurance market continues to be somewhat challenging 
with rising premiums; restrictive cover; selective markets; 
and more in-depth questioning. It is a cycle perpetuated by a 
combination of factors led by Covid-19, Brexit, a history of very 
soft and highly priced competitive environment, that perhaps 
outstayed its cycle. For organisations involved in the health 
and social care sector, the most difficult areas for the insurers 
are the unknown factors - what might arise out of the Covid 19 
and its impact upon Employment Practice Liabilities, Employers 
Liability, Directors and Officers Liability, etc. Furthermore, 
reduced capacity because of insurers limiting their involvement 
or exiting certain areas is driving up prices and reducing scope 
of cover. This is particularly true of the Cyber related risks and 
General Liabilities, especially within the healthcare sector.

What can you do to overcome some of the challenges?

Start the renewal exercise in good time; meet with your Broker to 
gain an insight into what is happening in the insurance market. 
More importantly, allow your Broker to understand your plans, 
your expectations, and to fully appreciate your business and its 
environment.  

Your Brokers should understand the market. They should have 
knowledge of insurers with experience in your sector and know 
how to explain the risks and the services you require. 

Be flexible in your demands, expect searching questions, and be 
open in your disclosure. Accept limitations and consider changes 
in the way you manage risks; re-examine your contracts and 
opportunities; review budgets and allow for increased costs of 
insurance.  

A good working relationship with your Broker is essential in 
achieving your objectives. The hard and soft market cycle is 
inevitable, but the one thing we can be sure of is that prudent 
underwriting will increase returns for insurers, resulting in an 
appetite for a larger market share and a reversal of the cycle. 

Asgar can be contacted on:

Asgar Hassanali ACII 
Client Director 
James Hallam ProMed 
10th Floor, 2 Minster Court, London, EC3R 7BB

m: 07785 323 266

e: asgar.hassanali@jameshallam.co.uk 

This article is submitted by Asgar Hassanali of James Hallam ProMed, a Division of James Hallam Insurance 
Brokers. James Hallam ProMed specialises in arranging insurance programmes and risk management 

services for organisations involved in the health and social care sector. They would be delighted to 
discuss how they might be able to help you. For more information, please contact Asgar Hassanali.

We first approached James Hallam over a year ago.  They were 
brought to our attention as the Agency that had provided a 
comprehensive and tailored insurance solution for our broad, 
varied and evolving out of hours, acute visiting, and numerous 
other contract-based services.

We found the James Hallam team to be helpful, supportive and 
a listening group.  It was no inconvenience for them to meet our 
team remotely for a detailed discussion about our future needs.  
Queries were raised, options discussed, and solutions found.  The 
process was painless and speedy thanks to Asgar and the Team.

Thank you, James Hallam, for your help and support.  We look 
forward to many years ahead working with your organisation.

Maria Stacy 
Primary Care Lead 
BARDOC Ltd.
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YOUR NEWS
Mastercall nominated for Awards

Mastercall were honoured to attend the Stockport Health & Care 
Awards at Stockport Town Hall last week having been short-
listed for 3 awards in 2 categories; the Collaboration & Innovation 
categories (team award) and a nomination in the Leadership 
category for our fantastic CEO Michaela Buck.

Michaela is a CEO who truly leads by example from leading the team 
via the pandemic to supporting patients to the extent of supporting 
colleagues on Christmas Day.

Michaela always makes time for all staff and patients and believes that 
working together with all healthcare professionals and organisations 
in Stockport will provide the outcome to ensure patients receive the 
best care.

These nominations highlight the fantastic team at Mastercall and 
recognises the tremendous effort going above and beyond during 
the pandemic.

Special thanks to Stockport CCG, Stockport Council & Stockport NHS 
Foundation Trust for putting on the event & huge congratulations to 
all the winners!

In Addition, as part of our collaborative work with the Greater 
Manchester Urgent Primary Care Alliance (GMUPCA), we were 
proud to attend the HSJ Awards 2021 in London as finalists in the 
‘Connecting Services & Information Award’.

The shortlist was for the Single 
UEC Interoperability ICS Platform 
- a fantastic show of collaboration 
between Health Innovation 
Manchester, Advanced Health 
& Care (Adastra), Greater 
Manchester Health and 
Social Care Partnership and 
the GMUPCA CIC (consisting 
of; BARDOC Ltd, Mastercall 
Healthcare and gtd healthcare).

The purpose of the GMUPCA  is to 
create a positive and supportive 

relationship between like-minded organisations encouraging 
openness, honesty and a shared ethos around delivering high 
social value services to commissioners and patients. The alliance 
arrangements do not replace the independent status of each member 
but offers enhanced opportunities through collaborative working 
where it is felt this adds benefit. 

Pictured from left 
to right: Dr Shah 

Mian, Michaela Buck, 
Sheilagh Armstrong, 

Gulchen Mian
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Kernow Health CIC achieve EPRR full compliance
Following a recent assessment of Kernow 
Health’s Emergency Preparedness, 
Resilience and Response Assurance 
Process, (EPRR), KHCIC was found to be 
fully compliant across all core standards.

As an out-of-hours provider, KHCIC are 
required to undertake a self-assessment 
against the Assurance Framework with 
validation of this assessment from external 
partners.  This year the framework was 
modified to reflect activity during the 
response to Covid and the core standards 
were reduced from 44 to 32.  As part of the 
process KHCIC submitted evidence across 
all 32 standards with good practice being 
highlighted in several areas including 
Business Impact Assessment checklist, 
bank holiday planning, and the inclusion 
of radicalisation within the media policy 
and reference to Prevent and Contest 
strategy.

Mark Woolcock, Chief Executive Officer 
at Kernow Health said: “This is great news 
for the whole team and is testament to 
the systematic and thorough approach 
that we take in ensuring that we are 
prepared to respond to challenging 
circumstances as they arise.  I’m very 
proud that several areas of good practice 
have been highlighted and we will be 
working with partners across the system 
to share in this. 

This outcome this year, follows the 
previous assessment in 2019, where 
we also achieved full-compliance in all 
areas, which illustrates our ongoing 
commitment to providing quality primary 
care services.”

KHCIC was praised by the CCG for its 
excellent submission.

By: Rosie Porter - Communications 
Manager

LCW CELEBRATES SOCIAL ENTERPRISE DAY ON NOVEMBER 11 
November 11 was Social Enterprise Day – a day to 
celebrate the impact and achievements of social 
enterprises in the UK and around the world.

As part of the day LCW took part in Social Enterprise UK’s 
#WhoKnew campaign – a digital campaign designed to 
showcase the impact of the sector and the stories of the people 
these businesses support and employ.

In 2014 LCW became a Certified Social Enterprise/Community 
Benefit Society providing further assurance that LCW funds are 
spent solely on delivering and improving services to patients. 
The Mark has an important role to play in helping our patients 
understand when their health provider is genuinely socially 
motivated.

CEO Dr Simon Douglass said: “We provide urgent health care to 
an area covering four million patients in North West and North 
Central London and are proud of the fact that all our profits are 
invested in our staff and the patient services we provide.”

There are 100,000 social enterprises in the country contributing 
£60 billion to the economy and employing around two million 
people. These are businesses set up to trade for a social and/or 
environmental purpose, re-investing the majority of their profits 
to create more impact.

Recent figures from Social Enterprise UK (SE UK) have shown 
that in spite of the challenges posed by the pandemic, social 
enterprises are a thriving and resilient part of the economy. 
And according to SE UK these organisations are also more 

representative of the communities they 
serve and more diverse in terms of women 
and minority ethnic leadership.

For any enquires, or to submit articles 
for the next newsletter, please 
email sarah.fletcher13@nhs.net

Pictured from left to right: Adam 
Duncan, Leeanne Austin, Sindhu 
Balakrishnan, Simon Douglass; 
Lola Obileye and Patrick Lillie

mailto:sarah.fletcher13%40nhs.net?subject=
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Describe the role:

The @home GP provides 
medical support and clinical 
leadership to the @home 
service, working within a 
multi-disciplinary team to 
manage the caseload of 
patients currently ‘admitted’ 
to @home.

In practice this involves a 
daily home visit caseload 
for each GP, leading or 
participating in the MDM 
during which all caseload 
patients are discussed and 
case-managed and supervising 
other healthcare practitioners 
who are developing advanced 
clinical or prescribing skills.

What is the first thing you 
do on arrival at work and 
what does your typical day 
look like? 

My day starts at 8am, I look 
up my caseload for the day 
to determine the urgency 
of patient visits. I then go 
through patient notes and 
check bloods and other results 
and make any necessary calls 
to hospital speciality doctors 
if needed (for example to 
microbiology if advice on IV 
antibiotic choice is needed). 
Before heading out in the car 
I make sure my bag is packed 
with fluids, IV antibiotics and 
cannulation and bloods kits 
and any other equipment 
that is needed for a particular 
patient (i.e. bladder scanner/
ECG machine/Neb boxes). 

Some days I will meet up 
with another team member 
whose development I am 
supervising and they will join 
me on visits.

Depending on the day I will 
dial into the multidisciplinary 
team meeting to provide 
feedback on the patients  

I have seen during the week 
and/or seek advice from one 
of the consultant geriatricians 
who support the service if 
needed.

At the end of the day I head 
back to one of the offices 
to drop off any samples and 
complete any paperwork.

What is the key objective 
when you assess someone? 

To provide a holistic 
assessment to allow prevention 
of admission to hospital if 
possible.

What has been the feedback 
from patients and from your 
GSTT colleagues? 

Patients love the service, 
especially those who have 
been in and out of hospital 
repeatedly, much preferring 
to be treated in the comfort 
of their home.

Our GSTT colleagues have 
embraced the service and 
use it to its full potential 
to allow them to discharge 
patients from hospital early 
knowing that their treatment 
will be completed with the @
home team.

What do you bring to the 
team that is different from 
the other members of the 
team? 

Having been with the team 
from the very beginning when 
it started as a pilot project, 
I have seen the service in 
develop from the ground up.

There is very little I don’t 
know or haven’t dealt with 
in this time. I am even the 
go to person for challenging 
Penalty charge notices which 
are not uncommonly given 
incorrectly when working in 
the community!

How do you relax after a 
shift? 

Weather permitting I take 
my 2 young children to the 
park after school and nursery 
pick up.

What attracted you to this 
innovative team? 

I was attracted working in 
such a large and sociable team 
and also being out and about 
in the community rather than 
being glued to my seat in a 
GP surgery all day.

What would you say to any 
candidate seeking to work 
within our GSTT service, 
recommending what we do?

One of the best aspects of 
the role is having the time 
to truly assess the patients 
and their needs holistically 
within their homes. It is 
quite different from a typical 
GP role and as such would 
fit very well into a portfolio 
career.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF… DR NICHOLA STARKEY

Dr Nichola Starkey is a GP at GSTT @home service run by SELDOC
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Why SELDOC Healthcare’s new hybrid vehicles get the green light
As well as its commitment to providing 
excellent services to patients across south-
west and south-east London, SELDOC 
Healthcare is dedicated to operating in 
as environmentally friendly a manner as 
possible.

Improving our emissions is part of our corporate 
strategy – and our commitment to this was highlighted 
in a recent staff survey. 

This is one of the principal reasons why we have gone 
green with our new fleet of 10 hybrid vehicles. 

Mobility is key to our delivery of urgent care patient-focused 
services to nine boroughs across the capital that are home to 
2.5 million people. We need to be able to bring healthcare to 
patients in those areas safely and reliably during weekends, 
evenings and bank holidays. 

This imperative has become even more acute during the Covid-19 
crisis, when more people than usual needed to be seen in their 
own homes rather than in urgent treatment centres. 

The Toyota Rav 4 was the ideal choice to meet all our 
requirements 

SELDOC undertook a detailed analysis of our options. We decided 
to lease our new generation of vehicles because, while the cost 
of doing so was similar to buying them outright, there was the 
extra advantage of a fully supported maintenance package. That 
leaves us with more time to focus on our core patient services. 

The choice of vehicle was also crucial. We needed reliable 4x4 
models to be able to reach patients in all conditions. They had 
to have plenty of room for a driver, one or two clinicians and all 
necessary medical supplies. And they had to be environmentally 
friendly. 

We took plenty of input from our drivers, who ultimately made 
the choice of Toyota Rav 4 automatic self-charging hybrids 
supplied and managed by Fleet Alliance. 

One of our clinicians, Dr Sharif Zarif, who has worked for SELDOC 
since 2008 and is based at St Helier Hospital, emphasised the 
critical requirement for good, reliable vehicles to help him 
deliver the best possible care to patients. 

“It’s very important,” he said. “Our vehicles need to be reliable 
if it’s late and dark and you need to reach patients without 
disturbing the community. Finding patients’ needs to be easy, 
without disturbing others – it’s a sensitive time when you’re 
making home visits.” 

As a doctor, he feels strongly about the environment, which 
makes hybrid cars ideal. The cars are less noisy, they are cheap 
to run and they contain plenty of space where he can work. 

Vehicle interiors modified to ensure social distancing 
is maintained 

Jose Alves, who has worked as a driver alongside SELDOC’s 
doctors for more than 12 years, is also delighted with the new 
vehicles. “They are a dream to drive,” he said. “The cars are very 
smooth and quiet, with a lot of space – and plenty of room in the 
boot area. They are economical and quiet – during the night it’s 
important not to wake up the neighbours.” 

Our fleet supplier has modified the cars to comply with Covid-19 
guidelines, with partitions fitted between the front and rear seats 
so drivers and doctors can be socially distanced. All vehicles now 
have telematics to ensure reduced response times and better 
route planning. 

GREEN SCHEMES
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CARADOC UPDATE

Caradoc Buying Group
 Energy News flash

UHUK members will be aware from 
the news gas and electricity prices 
in the UK are at an all-time high and 
further large increases are possible 
over the coming months.

Because of the volatile Global energy 
market several suppliers have already 
ceased trading mainly in the residential 
sector, but it could also affect some 
business energy suppliers.

CNG gas announced their intention to 
pull out of the small business market 
and have been unable to find a buyer for 
their existing customers at the current 
contract terms. In the next few days CNG’s 
existing customers are now expected to 
be told they will be switched to an Ofgem 
nominated supplier of last resort at their 
high deemed rates.

CNG customers may hear something 
in the next few days what is happening 
going forward.

Members who fixed their renewal rates 
in 2020 and early 2021 for the next 3-4 
years should be OK but the outlook is 
high prices will continue for the next 12-
18 months.

Any member with gas and electricity 
contracts on high variable rate contracts, 
due for renewal in the next 12-18 months 
or are currently in a fixed rate contract 
with CNG can expect a large increase in 
their energy costs at renewal.

What can you do to minimise the 
impact on your utility Costs? 

Contact the Caradoc Energy consultants 
Perfect Sense Energy and get them to 
review your current energy contracts 
and where possible tender for fixed rate 
renewal quotes.

Perfect Sense Energy has access to 
over 25 of the top UK energy suppliers 
and currently the difference in rates 
between individual suppliers can be quite 
extensive.  

Perfect Sense Energy will strive to get you 
the best value contracts possible in the 
current market and recommend the best 
way forward and also look for energy 
savings solutions.

Contact your Caradoc energy account 
manager: Colin Stephens.

Email: colin@perfectsenseenergy.com                
Quoting CARADOC

Direct Tel: 07974 698975 
Tel: 01942 367599   Fax: 0845 299 1030

www.perfectsenseenergy.com

http://www.perfectsenseenergy.com
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Great savings for Great savings for 
UHUK membersUHUK members

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

LEGIONELLA RISK ASSESSMENTS
& LEGIONELLA COMPLIANCE

FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT US ON:

01527 26792  or
info@assuredairandwater.co.uk

 

 

 

 

UNIFIED COMMUNICATIONS 
• VoIP Systems 

• Business Fibre Broadband 

• Structured cabling 

• Telephone Systems 

• Mobile Voice & Data 

• WiFi Installations 
 
 
 
 
 

0333 222 6650 info@fluidns.co.uk 

http://www.oneadvanced.com
http://www.hallammedical.com
http://www.alexandra.co.uk
https://www.kaysmedical.com/
http://www.baywater.co.uk
http://www.docmail.co.uk
http://www.knights-agency.com
http://www.auditsouthwest.co.uk
http://www.fluidns.co.uk
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Caradoc Buying Consortium 
Caradoc approved suppliers offer UHUK 
members competitive terms and prices 
on a range of products and services. For 

details of 100+ suppliers, visit the Members 
Area of www.caradocgroup.co.uk

A tailored, on time, over-labelling and  
ready to dispense service to the NHS,  
with patient safety our first priority!

For more information, please contact:
Head of Hospital Over-Labelling: Radhesh Desai  |  Mobile: 07823 347770

General Enquiries: Tel: 0845 437 5565  |  Email: customer.service@kent-athlone.com

www.kentpharma.co.uk

Free energy check finding time and
cost savings for Caradoc Members

Colin Stephens
Energy Consultant

t. 07974 698975

e. colin.stephens@circle17.co.uk
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http://www.caradocgroup.co.uk
http://www.saamsol.com
http://www.peninsulagrouplimited.com/
http://www.sesui.com
https://www.phs.co.uk
https://www.shredit.co.uk/en-gb/home
https://www.powersolutionsuk.com
http://www.lyreco.com
http://www.quinyx.com
http://www.totalintelligence.co.uk
http://www.wms.co.uk
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The Federation of Social Enterprise Out-of-Hospital Care Providers 

 
Together we are the largest social enterprise provider of out-
of-hospital services including;

• NHS 111 call centres
• Other call centre services
• Medical out-of-hours services
• Booking and referral services
• Emergency dental services
• GP practices
• Admissions avoidance schemes
• Urgent care centres
• Walk-in centres
• Community nursing and other community based services
• Sexual health services
• Offender health services
• Urgent Mental health services
• Military health services
• Homeless support services

We serve 39% of the population of England, 40% of the UK

Services to members

We operate as a federation of social enterprise healthcare 
providers enabling members to benefit by working together 
and effectively being part of a much larger organisation.

Our services to members can be summarised as follows;

• Quality audit and benchmarking by external NHS auditors 
against agreed outcome focused quality standards

• Purchasing consortium which generates savings for members
• Market intelligence – analysis of our markets, identifying 

business opportunities and comparing prices  
• Sharing of information and resources through discussion 

forums, workshops and the annual conference.
• Joint public relations initiatives
• Joint National representation initiatives (e.g. on The Five 

Year Forward View, NHS 111, Social Enterprise in Health)
 
The People:

Chair    Dr Simon Abrams 
Chief Executive   Conor Burke 
Non-Executives  Nigel Gazzard 
    Tonia Culpin 
    John Horrocks 
Business Manager  Hazel Harrison 
Business Administrator Sarah Fletcher

 

Membership:

Current members include:

• Badger  Birmingham area
• Bedoc   Bedfordshire
• BrisDoc  Bristol
• CHoC   Cumbria
• Dalriada Urgent Care Northern Ireland
• Devon Doctors  Devon 
• DHU Health Care Derbyshire, Leicestershire &  

    Midlands
• FCMS (NW) Ltd  North Lancashire
• FedBucks  Buckinghamshire
• Kernow Health  Cornwall
• LCW UCC   West & Central London
• Mastercall Healthcare Stockport, S. Manchester
• NEMS CBS  Nottinghamshire
• NHUC   Hampshire
• PC24   Merseyside 
• PELC Ltd  East London
• Salford Primary Care Manchester
    (SPCT)

• SELDOC  South East London
• Shropdoc  Shropshire & Powys
• Suffolk GP Federation Suffolk
• Western Urgent Care Belfast

 
Associate Members:

• Northdoc Medical North Dublin City & County 
Services

• The Welsh Health Boards 

Contact Details:

Chief Executive: Conor Burke - conor.burke6@nhs.net

Business Manager, & Company Secretary: Hazel Harrison -  
hazel.harrison2@nhs.net

Tel: 01392 269493

Urgent Health UK 
Suite 1 Osprey House 
Osprey Rd, Sowton Ind. Estate 
Exeter 
Devon EX2 7WN   www.urgenthealthuk.com

Urgent Health UK Vision:  
 

UHUK members share a vision of “Healthcare from 
Social Enterprise” delivering value for money services 

of the highest quality to a social enterprise model.

Follow UHUK on Twitter: 
@UrgentHealthUK


